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perhaps one of the toughest transi-
tions an orthopaedic surgeon has
to make is the shift from a one-on-
one care provider to the executive
leader of an orthopaedic practice,
particularly in a group situation. at
least once a month, physicians
must be able to transition from
looking at specific diagnoses and
treatment plans to examining the
business success and well-being of
their practices.

to help make this transition, a
“dashboard” of key monthly prac-
tice indicators can be useful.
capturing these indicators on two
or three pages in tables and charts
will make the information easier to
understand and review regularly.

arkansas specialty orthopaedics
has been using these dashboards for
about 9 months. Initially, they
focused on core business measures;
as the physicians became accus-
tomed to using them, we added
features specific to accessibility and
growth. figure 1 is a sample of the
dashboard we use; an explanation
of the key items follows.

Payor mix
payor mix (a) is a pie chart showing
the percentage of revenues from
each payor type. our dashboard
shows the payor mix for the indi-
vidual physician and for the entire
practice. this enables the physician
to see how his or her payor mix
compares to that of the practice. an
orthopaedic surgeon who specializes
in joint replacement, for example,
might have a larger medicare piece
than the practice as a whole.

Key indicators
the key indicators table (b) shows
gross collection rate (gcr), net
collection rate (ncr), days in
accounts receivable (a/r), and
percentage of a/r greater than
90 days for the individual physi-
cian, the entire group, and the
medical group management
association (mgma) benchmark
data for other orthopaedic groups
throughout the region.

the gcr is the percentage of
gross charges that are actually
collected and is based on total net

receipts divided by total charges.
because it compares gross charges
to collections, without any adjust-
ments for contractual rates, it can
be quite low (some would say
“depressing”). the gcr is useful
because it can indicate the need for
fee schedule revision. no bench-
mark data are available because the
gcr depends on a practice’s fee
schedule and contractual rates.

the ncr is the percentage of
the charges that are collected after
the contractual adjustments have
been taken. first, subtract contrac-
tual adjustments from total charges.
divide total net receipts by the
remainder to calculate the ncr.
assuming that contractual and
noncontractual adjustments have
been done correctly, the ncr
reflects the percentage of collectible
dollars actually being collected. In
this example, dr. X’s ncr is better
than the practice average, but both
are below the mgma goal.

days in a/r is the number of
days that accounts spend in a/r
before being settled. It is determined
by subtracting external collections
and liens from the total a/r and
dividing the result by the average
daily charges (annualized charges
divided by 365). like a golf score,
the lower the days in a/r, the better.
at 48, this physician’s days in a/r
is slightly better than the practice as
a whole, but both are higher than
the mgma standard of 46.

because the more time accounts
spend in a/r, the harder, or less
likely, they are to collect, the dash-
board also shows the percentage of
a/r greater than 90 days. staying
on top of collections will keep
down the percentage of a/r greater
than 90 days and optimize the
value of your a/r. In this example,
even the mgma target is not ideal;
no more than 20 percent of
accounts should be in a/r for more
than 90 days.

Work RVus
this small table (c) shows how
productive an individual physician
is compared to the practice average.
the counts are relative value units
(rvus), which are more objective
than dollars. the rvu comparison
simply helps a physician see how

dashboard gives you the big picture
by Jennifer a. o’brien, msod

WhY and hoW to use an eXecutIve summarY of
practIce IndIcators

Fig. 1 Sample monthly dashboard showing (A) individual and practice payor mix; (B) individual, practice, and
benchmark collections and receivables; (C) individual and practice average work RVUs; (D) impact of time off;
(E) new patient visits and consultations; (F) next available appointments; and (G) noncontractual adjustments
summary. (H) Detailed accounts receivables more than 60 days and more than $1,000 is a separate second page.
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